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Foreword
In the March 2014 Budget, George Osborne announced that the government was going to
'introduce the most fundamental reforms to pensions in almost a century’.

The new pension freedoms mean that professional advisers need to consider the most effective
and efficient way for their clients to use the new pension flexibility whilst balancing the various
risks that come with this freedom of choice.
The majority of clients will have limited financial resources meaning they need help in making
the choices to help them achieve what are often conflicting retirement objectives. And choices
will need to be made. Very few are wealthy enough to not need to prioritise their objectives
in retirement.
Appropriate use of pension products and good advice should create personalised retirement
portfolios. Professional advice is key in ensuring people are able to meet their individual financial
and emotional retirement needs.
This standard will help those looking for retirement advice to find an adviser that can help them
assess their needs and plan for their future.
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About the SOLLA Retirement Advice Standard
What is the SOLLA Retirement Advice Standard?
The SOLLA Retirement Advice Standard is a recognised evidence based award for advisers who
wish to work with clients who are seeking FCA regulated retirement advice.

What are the benefits to me of achieving the standard?
Enhanced Listing - The Standard will help those looking for retirement advice to find you!
Once you have achieved the Standard, you will be listed on our website as an adviser that can help
those looking for at– and in– retirement advice. This will include organisations referring consumers
for regulated advice. You also have the option to pay for an Enhanced Listing to really sell yourself
to prospective clients.
Client Confidence - Your clients will have the knowledge that you understand the issues and
choices they need to make in retirement and can help them come to the right decisions as an
accredited adviser.
Business growth - There is a large number of people who will be looking for credible retirement
advice. ABI figures suggest that the number of people aged over 65 in the UK is set to rise by
nearly 50% to 16 million by 2030. Potentially hundreds of people a day are now making
decisions about their retirement needs. (Otto Thoresen, Director General ABI)
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About the SOLLA Retirement Advice Standard
Is it right for me?
If you have experience in advising clients on their options at and in retirement, then you should
consider the Standard… but you don’t have to be a specialist. The Standard requires a minimum
of just 10 retirement cases each year, involving annuity, drawdown, or encashment and this can
include ongoing advice for existing customer reviews.
The standard is awarded to an individual adviser rather than their firm.

Before you undertake the standard, this prospectus will help you decide if this is right for you
and will also help you to apply. It outlines:
•
•
•

Minimum entry level and knowledge requirements
What you need to evidence to achieve the standard
Overall guidance and your next steps

If you already offer advice extensively to later life clients, then you should be considering the Later
Life Advice Accreditation. This is now established as the Industry Standard of Excellence for those
advisers in the later life sector.
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The Retirement Advice Standard
The Standard comprises of:
Standard 1 - Knowledge Base and Business Activity
(Minimum qualification and entry level requirements page 6)

An adviser must be regulated, qualified and assessed as competent under the FCA to give
financial advice.

Standard 2 - Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
The adviser must have, and continue to, maintain their competence and CPD directly related
to at-retirement advice. Your CPD must demonstrate it covers both the technical knowledge
and understanding of the issues faced by clients at all stages of their retirement planning.

Standard 3 - Maintain and work within a ‘Supportive Environment’
The adviser must demonstrate that they have a ‘supportive environment’ in order to resource
and maintain their ongoing knowledge to ensure that the standards are maintained.
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Minimum Qualification and Entry Level Requirements
In order to apply for the standard you must:
1. Hold an appropriate (Level 4) financial planning qualification and a current Statement
of Professional Standing (SPS).
2. Actively advise on pensions and have delivered advice to a minimum of 10 individual
retirement clients in the previous 12 months. This includes recommendations for
drawdown and annuities across a range of fund sizes. This may also include existing
clients in retirement for whom ongoing advice and service is provided.
(Please note that this related to the number of clients you have advised, and is not
based on the number of products sold.)

3. Offer a wide range of solutions from across the whole market.
4. If you wish to be listed as advising on Defined Benefit final salary pension schemes,
you must evidence that you hold an appropriate pension transfer qualification and
permission (Pension Transfer Specialist).
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Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
In accordance with FCA guidelines, CPD activity should be relevant to the individual and
Have a demonstrable impact on an adviser’s daily work.

The adviser must:
•
•

Submit their CPD log for the previous year and clearly identify those entries which it is
felt have a specific relevance to pensions advice.
Identify 2 examples to explain the relevance to retirement planning, including:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

When it took place
How long the event lasted
Which organisation delivered it (if not self study)
What topics were covered and what was learnt
How the learning was checked (any tests, quizzes etc)
How the learning has been applied in the last 12 months
Any further CPD needs identified as a result

CPD is an important aspect of all applications and care should be given to set out in detail
how the individual expands and maintains his or her knowledge on pensions issues which
are specific to their area of expertise and practice.
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Continuing Professional Development
CPD should cover a good working knowledge and understanding of the needs and issues for at
retirement clients and could include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Effect of health and declining mental capacity on retirement planning
Pension rules in the accumulation phase
Investment choices and asset classes
Legislative, reporting and compliance requirements after the pension reforms
Rules for those transferring their benefits
Types of pension products, features and the various income options
State pension and at retirement benefits provision
Taxation and the regime introduced by the Taxation of Pensions Act 2014
Longevity, underwriting and the effect of health on annuity rates
IHT and death benefits
Mortgages, loans and other debt
SOLLA Professional development provides regular training, workshops and
seminars on a variety of topics related to the Later Life market and pensions
advice.
For more information visit: www.societyoflaterlifeadvisers.co.uk/events
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Supportive Environment
To evidence a supportive working environment there must be provision of, or access to, technical
and practical information allowing the adviser to acquire, maintain and improve their relevant
knowledge and advice skills in the area of pensions advice. This could be through:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access to their own firm’s internal training and knowledge resources
Use of external training courses
Web based ‘know how’, updates, online forums
Links with relevant trade bodies or industry groups relevant to retirement advice
Access to other knowledge based resources such as industry journals
Membership of appropriate organisations

Where an adviser is ‘employed’, they should be able to demonstrate the firm supports their
at-retirement standard. One way a firm could evidence this commitment is to embed a
requirement within their Training & Competence scheme, support and resourcing with both
time and financing for this.
For sole traders, there must be a commitment to provide the supportive environment showing
they allocate both time and resources to support themselves with this.
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Applying for the Standard — Process
1. Registration
 Visit www.retirementstandard.co.uk
 Review this prospectus, the application
form and guidance notes, to ensure
you are ready to proceed.
 Complete the online application form
(you can save this form as you go,
return to it, and then submit it when
completed)

2. Evidence
 You will need to provide evidence of
your qualifications, CPD, main areas of
pension business and the minimum
case requirement.
 Complete the checklist to ensure you
have all the evidence.
 Submit your evidence as requested
within the application form, for review.

Please ensure you consult the guidance notes as
you complete the application form.
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Terms and Conditions
•

The Standard applies only to those who can offer a fully advised service to a client with a
wide range of solutions from across the whole market.

•

SOLLA Enterprises reserves the right to review cases, CPD and claimed membership of
professional bodies.

•

The Retirement Advice Standard will be reviewed regularly in light of FCA requirements
and as new examinations in this area of advice are introduced.

•

Where a client needs care funding advice this should be referred to a fully accredited
member of the Society of Later Life Advisers.

•

Achievement of this standard does not in itself, in any way constitute membership of the
Society of Later Life Advisers or that the standard holder has achieved Later Life Adviser
Accreditation.

•

Retirement Advice Standard holders agree to follow the Retirement Advice Standard Code
of Practice.

•

Retirement Advice Standard holders must inform SOLLA Enterprises immediately if their
circumstances change, as to employer or any upheld complaints.
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Renewing your Retirement Advice Standard
•

You will need to apply annually to relicense.

•

At annual relicensing, to maintain your listing you will be required to evidence that you
are maintaining the Standard.

•

You will need to have kept up to date with the latest changes and developments in
pensions advice.

Retirement Advice Standard holders must inform SOLLA Enterprises immediately
if their circumstances change, such as change of employer or any upheld complaints.
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Frequently asked questions
Q. Can a firm achieve this Standard?
No the Standard is awarded to the individual adviser dealing directly with clients. The firm can
support the standard through provision of a supportive environment.
Q. What if I move firms?
The award is to an individual adviser, so subject to the new firm meeting the supportive
environment criteria, the award can continue.

Q. What if I am new to the pensions market?
Once you can demonstrate the minimum number of 10 advised clients you can apply for the standard.
Q. Can my network provide my supportive environment?
Yes if it can demonstrate support such as training, facility for compliance, product analysis and
report writing specific to retirement advice.
Q. What do I, as an individual adviser working in my own firm, need to demonstrate for a

supportive environment?
The time and resources including financial ones, to successfully undertake your role as a retirement
adviser. This may include aspects such as on-line access to information, attendance at relevant
conferences, events and access to relevant publications.
If you have any further questions or require any help with your
application, please contact info@retirementstandard.co.uk
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Award and Application fees
Retirement Advice Standard

Initial application and registration
(including your listing on the website)

£200

Annual Renewal

Cost of renewing your Retirement
Advice Standard each year

£150

Allows you to create an enhanced
profile

£150

Optional
Enhanced Listing *

All prices quoted are subject to VAT at 20%.
* For Full SOLLA Members, your enhanced profile will appear
on both the SOLLA and Retirement Advice Standard websites.
Cost for Enhanced Listing is an annual fee.
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Useful Resources and Information
DWP: State Pension information,
including State Pension Calculator

https://www.gov.uk/browse/working/state-pension

DWP: Benefits information

https://www.gov.uk/browse/benefits

Ferret Information Systems:
Benefit calculators, comparisons and
guidance. Including Pension Forward

http://www.ferret.co.uk/solutions/benefits

Money Advice Service

https://www.moneyadviceservice.org.uk

The Pensions Advisory Service

http://www.pensionsadvisoryservice.org.uk

Pensions Policy Institute

http://www.pensionspolicyinstitute.org.uk

Pension Wise

https://www.pensionwise.gov.uk
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Contact Us
If you have any questions about the Retirement Advice Standard, or want more
information about how to apply for the Standard, please contact:
Telephone:

0333 2020 455

Email:

info@retirementstandard.co.uk

Website:

www.retirementstandard.co.uk

The Retirement Advice Standard is
part of SOLLA Enterprises Limited

SOLLA Enterprises is pleased to be
working in association with the specialist
financial services provider Just

SOLLA Enterprises is supported by
a strategic partnership with
Octopus Investments

SOLLA Enterprises Limited. Registered in England and Wales. Company Number: 08677537.
Registered address: Arnold Oak, Eastling, Faversham, Kent, ME13 0BD.
RAS -P-v18
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